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1. Abstract

It is possible to observe the line-of-sight l)pojectio1 of the orbital motion ot
oiie galaxy moving around another in a close pair, aiirl also the separation pro-
jected oii the tangent plane. The uniknowiu orienitatioin of the orl)it is specified
by two angles that can be considered indepenident ranwdoim vari.ables. Since there
is a dynamical relation between mass, space s(eparation, anld orbital velocity
(assuminig circular orl)its), ancd since the distrilbtuion of spate separationis has
been determined from other data, it is possible to derive a slatistical relatioin
between the observable quantities anid the rIm'an rimal.s, A/. Ob}servations of ap-
parent. brightness can also be incltuded, leadinig to a s(cond statistical relhltion
between observables and the meani ratio of IllasS to lumllliiiositN', 1), L.

New%i, observational data are p)resente(l for 13 p.airs of galaxies, anid these arc
coombined With dat.a for 20 pair's previously reported [l] and 95 individual meas-
uirements in 44 close pairs reporte(l by HltmasIon and Mayall [8] to determine
the average mass of one galaxy, Al = (30 ± 10) X 10'0/h sunis, aindl illJ,1' . 12/h
solar units, where hi is the ratio of the Hubble constant to the value assumed here,
100 km/sec/megaparsee, andl the errors are root meani s(qiare.

W1hen the data are considered in three groups: 14 pairs of spirals anid Irr.
types, 13 pairs of elliptical and SO types, and 14 mixed systems, it is found that
the average nmass of the ellipticals and SO ty)pes is ME= (60 ± 13) X 10'°/h,
AJE/LE = (94 4 38)h, andof thespirals, 1 =, (2. + 1.3) X l010/h, 3l5'L5
0.33h, and that the data for mixed systems substantiate these figtures. A formula
is developed for the intrinsic varianice of ill iII terms of the residuals, but, a2If
proved indeterminate for thc small samples (it = 1:3, 14).

Since the results for All/L are ineonsistenit with expectations based( oii other
astrophysical data, several alternative hypotheses aic inivestigated, and it, is
found (1) that ani intergalactic medium is Inot likely to account for the dis-
crepancy, and (2) that the assumption of radial motion (rather than circular
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